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A Synopsis
In one incredible readable volume, the whole improbable story of
socialism is graphically told. The NAKED SOCIALIST is an astonishing
new look at the greatest power of darkness and force yet born into the
earth. It is the real story of socialism.
In this hard-hitting single volume, author Paul B. Skousen strips
away the fakery, the false hopes, the hollow dreams, and the meaningless
promises that socialists have foisted on countless millions for thousands
of years. He explains what socialism is, where it came from, how it
works, and why socialism—like a deadly parasite—always destroys its
host nations.
This easy-to-read overview exposes socialism’s track record that
started under different names and forms more than 6,000 years ago. It
traces the endless stream of catastrophic misfires right up until today,
demonstrating socialism’s pattern of predictable failure.
This books fulfills an urgent need to answer such questions as,
Was Barack Obama the first socialist president? How much of the U.S.
Constitution has been replaced with socialism? What is socialism, and
why does it eventually ruin everything it touches? How did the Founding
Fathers specifically make socialism illegal? How did socialism destroy
Rome, Jamestown, and Plymouth? How healthy and robust is socialism
today, and are these same patterns of demise still at work? Which U.S.
presidents socialized America? How is socialism hurting nations around
the globe? What are the best examples of socialism in action today? What
are the Seven Pillars of Socialism? How can people learn to recognize
socialism in their midst, or learn if they’re thinking like a socialist? What
are the 46 goals of socialism? What will it take to eradicate socialism
once and for all?
At the bottom of each page are modern examples, 500 in all, of
socialism in action as reported in recent news, or statements and statistics
about freedom that illustrate why freedom and the force of socialism
will never mix.
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Ensign Publishing Proudly Presents A Great New Book

“THE NAKED SOCIALIST”
by
PAUL B. SKOUSEN

From Early Reviews:

Chip Higgins, retired computer programmer,
October 30, 2012.
“Excellent book, it reveals the false principles
George Jarkesy, host of the nationally broadcast
(historical and modern) that support socialistic
“The George Jarkesy Radio Show”, July 13, 2012.
systems, with all its variations. Once shown these
“The Naked Socialist is going to be explosive! When
false principles, one can easily identify them as they
people know what Paul Skousen is talking about,
are currently promoted and used in our lives. This
and really get to the heart of socialism, The Naked
book arms the reader with knowledge.”
Socialist is going to go viral!”
HOWARD STEPHENSON, Utah State Senator,
President of the Utah Taxpayers Association, and host
of Red Meat Radio, October 6, 2012.
“The Naked Socialist is an amazing book that provides
clarity to what is going on in the socialist world and
why Americans do not seem to get socialism!”
Morgan Philpot, host of “Philpot Radio” on
K-TALK Radio, former member of the Utah House of
Representatives, October 3, 2012.
“The Naked Socialist connects the ancient order of
oppression with the modern order of oppression.
The Naked Socialist is a fabulous book and we need
to get everyone to read it NOW!”
Stefan Bartelski, Radio Host of the “Patriot
Come Lately Show” Red State Talk Radio, October 28,
2012.
“The Naked Socialist is one of those books that is both
an interesting read, as well as a useful reference book.
Paul Skousen’s research is insightful and thorough,
spanning many civilizations and continents. He not
only strips Socialism of its clothing, he also provides
us with great ideas for fighting this scourge. This is
a MUST READ for anyone who wants to know how
our country arrived where it is today.”
Jeff Allen, trainer, teacher, motivational speaker.
“This book is an absolute must read for anyone with
even the slightest interest in politics, freedom, and
the current state of world affairs.”

Mary Ramirez, freelance writer, Minnesota.
“This book is a much-needed tutorial of the ills
socialism has caused in the world. Skousen’s book
details, from early history to present day, how
utopian schemes work their way into society; and,
rather than the good they claim to bring, reveal
themselves as the Trojan horses they truly are.”
Steve CraIN, communications engineer, Colorado
“Skousen has provided a very well-written, pageturning, and thought provoking tutorial about the
sinister evils of Socialism. With the most pivotal
election of our lifetimes just around the corner, this
powerful sequel is a must read for all those who love
and cherish our Constitution and the freedoms it
provides.”
Brittany WallIck, homemaker, Arizona.
“Any patriot or lover of this great country of ours
needs to read this book, it will change your life.”
Michelle Kennedy, homemaker, Virginia.
“After reading The Naked Socialist I harnessed in
some knowledge power that has certainly made all
the difference. The proof really is in the pudding.
Civilization after civilization has fallen into ruin and
chaos after employing socialistic principles. If you
find it hard to believe or think that America is the
exception—READ this book.”

About the Author
•
Author Paul B. Skousen is an investigative journalist
and a former CIA analyst and intelligence officer in the
Reagan White House.
•
His interest in socialism came from watching Pres.
Reagan deal with unseen forces hampering his ability to
shrink government, wrest control of the money supply,
stop the voracious expansion of the federal bureaucracy,
and eradicate the spread of socialism around the world.
•
The Naked Socialist completes the trilogy of books
started by his late father, W. Cleon Skousen, who wrote
the two national best sellers, The Naked Communist and
The Naked Capitalist.
•
Skousen received his MA in national security
studies from Georgetown University, and today teaches
journalism, communications, and ethics at Utah Valley
University in Orem, Utah.

(Above) At the security fence in Israel, near Ramallah, in
2006.
(Left) Greeting Pres. Reagan in the White House Situation
Room, 1986.

Simply and clearly written for millions of puzzled Americans who have wondered
how the world stumbled into its present precarious predicament . . .
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. . . after reading this book anyone, even a high school student, feels opposed to
socialism—not because he hates it, but because he understands it.
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For Immediate Release
CONTACT:
Tim McConnehey
Phone: (415) 364-8403
tim@thenakedsocialist.com
September 17, 2012
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah—Ensign Publishing announces the release of the new hard-hitting book, The NAKED
SOCIALIST, by Paul B. Skousen.
In this single volume, Skousen presents an entire library on socialism condensed into a single dynamic
and easy to read book. Without the jargon of economics or political science, Skousen delivers one of the most
comprehensive studies on socialism ever written. He briefly explains the foundations of freedom, and contrasts
that with the powers of force that have evolved over 6,000 years of human history. He tells what socialism is, where
it came from, how it works, and why it always leads to the collapse of its host nations.
Skousen also introduces the seven pillars of socialism—those elements necessary to undermine freedom
and perpetuate the forceful control of people. He shows how these pillars brought about the enslavement of
hundreds of millions beginning with ancient Sumer, Egypt, and China, and follows the evidence up through the
rise and fall of Greece, Rome, the USSR, the EU, and now under threat—America herself. He describes how
socialism can never harmonize with natural law and human nature, but must stifle people’s pursuit of happiness
to succeed. He shows how socialism makes nations dangerously dependent on their governments, all at the taxpayer’s expense, and the predictable economic collapse that always follows.
The solution, he writes, is chaining down government, as offered by the original U.S. Constitution. Today,
America’s many serious problems may be traced to successive generations chipping away at those constitutional
restraints. Socialism’s seven pillars continue to encroach on freedom, and are suffocating the world.
Skousen concludes by listing the 46 goals of socialism, and samples the painful influences of some U.S.
presidents who expanded socialism into American culture. He provides a snapshot of socialism’s present-day grip
on nations around the globe.
The NAKED SOCIALIST answers the questions, Who was the first socialist president? How much of the
Constitution has been replaced with socialism? How did socialism destroy Rome, Jamestown, and Plymouth? Are
these same patterns of demise at work today? How can people learn to recognize socialism in their midst, or learn
if they’re thinking like a socialist? What will it take to eradicate socialism once and for all?
The NAKED SOCIALIST—available in hard and soft cover, 6 x 9 inches, 583 pages, and retails for $24.95.
-- end --

QUESTIONS:
• What is a good definition for socialism?			
• What compelled you to write “The Naked Socialist?”
• How did you acquire the passion for getting to the bottom of what socialism is?
• How long did it take you to get your understanding of socialism?
• I have colleagues that are over in Europe and they love socialism. The thoughts you laid
out in your book are much different than their views. Why is that?
• Can capitalism and socialism coexist giving a society the best of both worlds?
• What can I do to understand socialism and when an issue has turned into socialism?
• Is socialism just for government or is socialism present in the corporate world and
families?
• I know the Founding Fathers had a lot of adversity to overcome when planning and
writing the Constitution. Was socialism one of those problems? If so, what did they do to
divert socialism from coming up in the founding documents?
• There are many people who study history. How would you compare the United States and
Europe currently to the last days of the Roman Empire?
• How can we prevent Socialism from being a massive force in government, corporation,
and families?
• You mention socialism can be identified by Seven Pillars of Socialism. What are those?
• What are our eight Unalienable Rights?
• Why is it bad to force society to change?			
• What are some examples of socialism throughout history?
• What is a pure socialistic society and do any exist in the world today?
• What have U.S. Presidents and Congress done to advance socialism in America?

